PLANNED LITIGATION: SHOULD IT PLAY A GREATER ROLE IN HUMAN RIGHTS LITIGATION IN AUSTRALIA?

SCOTT CALNAN*

Planned litigation is a form of litigation used by human rights organisations around the world. However, the full scope of this method is not widely known in Australia. This article outlines the full scope of what is known overseas as planned litigation. It also undertakes a preliminary review of litigation in the High Court by Australian human rights organisations and finds both that there are some indications of a lack of success in such litigation and that there is little evidence of the use of planned litigation. It then argues that its outline of the details of planned litigation along with such preliminary data forms a basis to begin a discussion in Australia about whether Australian human rights organisations should experiment with greater elements of planned litigation. Finally, it outlines ways in which planned litigation might improve the effectiveness of High Court litigation by Australian human rights organisations and factors that might affect the viability of such a use of planned litigation.

I INTRODUCTION

There are some preliminary indications that litigation by Australian human rights organisations in the High Court has not been very successful. There could be many reasons external to such human rights organisations why this might be the case. Among them might be the lack of human rights protections in the Australian Constitution or a national human rights act,¹ a weak human rights culture in civil society, or a judiciary sometimes concerned with being accused of being ‘activist’.

In addition to these external barriers, however, there are also barriers internal to the way that Australian human rights organisations have operated that may
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¹ However, the author notes that planned litigation was used with some success in South Africa in the apartheid era where a lack of human rights protections also existed: Richard L Abel, Politics by Other Means: Law in the Struggle Against Apartheid, 1980–1994 (Routledge, 1995) 61–2.
have contributed to what appears to be a relative lack of success. This article will focus on how these organisations litigate as such a barrier.

It argues that enough preliminary information points in the direction of a lack of success by Australian human rights organisations in their litigation in the High Court that, when considered in conjunction with an outline of the full scope of planned litigation, it justifies a consideration of the adoption of elements of planned litigation by Australian human rights organisations. It also argues that both internal and external barriers to the success of Australian human rights litigation in the High Court could be ameliorated to some extent if such organisations adopted elements of planned (or impact) litigation as it is practiced by human rights litigators overseas.

II MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

In a previous work the author focused on the internal barriers to effectiveness of domestic human rights organisations’ use of the law in several countries around the world (not including Australia) using a global and more sophisticated approach than used in this article to assess effectiveness. 2

This article is concerned with the much more limited question of what that previous work considered only briefly as a method for carrying out litigation. 3 Indeed, it is even more limited than the previous work in that it focuses only on litigation by Australian domestic human rights organisations in the High Court.

In any jurisdiction, in a situation where the highest court is resistant to human rights litigation, it is sometimes rational for human rights litigators to concentrate on other courts. While it might be possible to perceive some resistance in the High Court to human rights litigation, it still remains the forum where the greatest impact through litigation can be achieved. 4 Recent decisions by the Court also appear to indicate that some room for success there exists. 5 As a result, the author believes that a focus on the High Court is of importance.

The methodology used in this article to gain some preliminary data on the effectiveness of litigation by Australian human rights organisations in the High Court was simply to search cases on the Australasian Legal Information Institute (‘AustLII’) database for reference to Australian human rights organisations. The organisations that appeared in this search, namely the Human Rights Law Centre (‘HRLC’), the Public Interest Advocacy Centre (‘PIAC’), and Amnesty International Australia, are the organisations that this article is referring to when
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it refers to Australian human rights organisations. The cases located in this search, along with any others that the author is aware of (but do not show as such in the reports), is the information that the author refers to as preliminary information about effectiveness.

Using this methodology, the author’s statement that there are some preliminary indications that suggest that litigation by Australian human rights organisations in the High Court has not been very successful is based upon the very simple measure that there are only two cases that the author knows of or can locate using the above methodology in which such organisations have had decisions in their favour in the High Court.7

Such a simple measure could be criticised for not taking account of more nuanced criteria such as the reasoning of decisions. It could also be criticised for not taking into account the educative effects of losses in the High Court.8 However, in the author’s view, and at the very least, it forms, along with the other information in this article, a basis that justifies a consideration of planned litigation as an approach that might add to or enhance the effectiveness of litigation by Australian human rights organisations in the High Court.

III PLANNED LITIGATION

Planned litigation goes by many different labels. Sometimes it is referred to as impact litigation, strategic litigation, test case litigation, social action litigation, social change litigation, and sometimes as a form of public interest litigation.9 This plethora of names, as well as the isolation of Australia from other countries where it is widely practised, creates a fertile field for confusion about what is meant by planned litigation.

While some Australian legal centres that periodically involve themselves in human rights litigation in the lower courts appear to show some knowledge of the elements of planned litigation,10 in the author’s experience, there is a general lack
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of knowledge about the full scope of planned litigation amongst Australian litigators. Accordingly, it would appear that there is a benefit in setting out, in greater detail than the author has in the past, what is meant by planned litigation.

Planned litigation originated in the United States of America (‘US’) during the efforts from the 1920s by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (‘NAACP’), an African American civil rights organisation, to challenge the constitutionality of racial segregation in the US Supreme Court. The classic employment of this approach to litigation was in the victory by the NAACP Legal Department (by then known as ‘LDF’) in the US Supreme Court in the Brown v Board of Education case which declared racial segregation in the US to be unconstitutional.

The victory in the Brown case made ‘the Brown model’ of litigation the subject of replication by all manner of civil rights and other progressive organisations in the US in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. As the approach spread, it developed a large number of variations and modifications. Eventually, it was adopted internationally to be employed by human rights organisations such as the Roma Rights Centre in Central Europe (where interestingly it was also applied to litigation in international human rights courts and bodies), Interights in the UK, and the Legal Resources Centre in South Africa.

Planned litigation is an approach to litigation using test cases that emphasises control. It is ‘litigation designed to reach beyond the immediate case and individual client’ to address the collective and structural causes of human rights violations. Typically, a human rights organisation employing such an approach first identifies a social issue involving a human rights violation that urgently needs to be addressed and that can be framed as a legal issue in the target court or
body. In a membership body such as the NAACP, such issues classically came from the bottom up from members experiencing the problem themselves. In organisations that had no members, the issue might be identified much more indirectly by staff.

The organisation then typically creates a litigation plan or blueprint that outlines how cases will be used to wear down old precedent and replace it, or to create new precedent. Much debate has erupted in the literature about how closely organisations follow such plans. Authors such as Kluger have emphasised the planned and programmatic nature of such litigation, while others such as Wasby have emphasised the ad hoc nature of such litigation and questioned whether it is actually planned. It would appear that overall such plans are not slavishly or mechanically adhered to. However, they do provide overall goals and broad methods that inform the litigation programme as it adapts to factors such as internal organisational changes, changes in funding, and changes in the political and legal environment.

Classically, once the issue has been identified a human rights organisation would then seek out cases with fact patterns that would manifest the relevant issue most clearly and would draw the most favourable or sympathetic response from the target court or body. Such ‘case finding’ might occur within the membership of the organisation itself or other bodies it knows, it might come from lawyers that cooperate with it, or it might occur through contacts in the communities suffering the human rights violation.

It may not be apparent to the human rights organisation which of the cases that it initially thinks might contain the most favourable facts and law will actually still contain such a pattern once they reach the relevant court. Such a court may be at the apex of a judicial hierarchy and many unpredictable events may occur before the case reaches that court. Such events may change how favourably the case may present to the court. As a result, a human rights organisation using this technique often selects several cases presenting the same issue and runs them all simultaneously. This opens up the possibility of discontinuing the case or cases that end up not presenting the issue well before they create bad precedent in the target court. Conversely, if all of the cases
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present the desired issue well they can be joined and considered by the target court jointly (as was done in Brown).

The aim in planned litigation is to present to the target court or body the most favourable cases in the most favourable sequence at the most favourable time such that they will result in a favourable ruling.31 Such sequence and timing can be crucial where the aim is to erode adverse precedent.32

In order to achieve this aim, the organisation involved will try to ensure that other cases that it is not running or controlling that raise the relevant issue do not reach the target court. It cannot, of course, stop other human rights organisations or individuals bringing such cases. Rather, if there is more than one organisation litigating a particular issue the aim is generally to negotiate so that all of the organisations (or individuals) litigating that issue approach it in an agreed and planned way. If there are multiple litigators and an agreement cannot be achieved, planned litigation will not have adverse consequences for cases run by other individuals or human rights organisations on the issue; rather, planned litigation will likely not be able to be carried out at all (or only partially) and other approaches to litigation might have to be considered.

In short, planned litigation tries to ‘simplify’ the litigation environment as much as possible so that adverse or complicating precedent is not created by other cases that the organisation or organisations do not control reaching judgment in the target court. Achieving this type of control has become increasingly difficult in the US as litigators and organisations have multiplied.33

Those organisations involved in planned litigation not only want to control the possible creation of adverse precedent through cases addressing the exact issue targeted. They also want to prevent the creation of adverse precedent if they can in cases on other issues that may contain doctrinal developments that will adversely influence cases on the issue or issues they are focusing on.

Some organisations that practice planned litigation do not favour amicus briefs because such an approach means they cannot retain sufficient control over litigation.34 However, amicus briefs may be used to signal to a court that an organisation has presence in it whenever a particular targeted human rights issue is raised.35 Part of the purpose of a litigation programme in planned litigation is to ‘socialise’ the court: to get the court used to and accepting of both the presence of the organisation and its issue in the court through repeated appearance before the court. As is often said in the literature, repeat players in court litigation can gain advantages that lead to favourable results.36 Planned litigation seeks to gain that advantage through repeated presence and the cultivation of a favourable
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reputation in the court. Usually, such organisations also have lawyers that, through repeat litigation, build up an expertise in areas of law relating to the human rights issue and a rapport with the judges on the court.

This form of litigation is sometimes referred to as impact litigation because legal issues are sometimes selected in order to have the largest social and political effect in addressing the human rights violation. In addition, litigation in relation to the issues selected may be pursued in the form of class actions so that the resultant remedies obtained as a result of a favourable judgment will have the widest possible effect.37

Several different variants of the planned litigation approach have emphasised the results of social science studies on a human rights issue as evidence in building the relevant cases. Such studies are used to bring to the attention of the court the practical and human costs of human rights violations continuing. This is what was done by the NAACP in the Brown case.38 A more recent example is the use of social science data by the Roma Rights Centre in the case of DH v The Czech Republic39 in the European Court of Human Rights in 2007.40

Even when a favourable decision is obtained in planned litigation, that is usually not the end of the matter.41 Favourable decisions are often followed by equally extensive litigation as to the remedies the court should give. In the US it has not been unusual for a court to use equitable remedies to, in effect, oversee institutions involved in human rights violations to ensure that they change their conduct so that they end up complying with the orders made by the court.42 In other instances, such as in litigation in Central Europe, there have not been such extensive jurisprudences on remedies and organisations have had to rely more on the political effects of such judgments.43

Planned litigation emphasises proactive agenda setting and control. This does not mean, however, that litigation in response to outside events does not occur. Sometimes it is necessary to engage in reactive litigation to maintain the plan (or even the organisation) in the face of adverse events.44 It has also sometimes been necessary for such organisations to litigate reactively to respond to concerns and demands arising from the community suffering the human rights violation.45
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IV SOME EMERGING KEY FEATURES OF LITIGATION BY AUSTRALIAN HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANISATIONS IN THE HIGH COURT

The preliminary information obtained using the methodology discussed in Part II of electronically searching for case law reports involving Australian human rights organisations in High Court litigation (supplemented by other cases known to the author as having been conducted by such organisations and referred to below) suggests a pattern.

Firstly, a number of the cases located exhibit what might be called the ‘Coe’ approach after the litigation in Coe v Commonwealth. In the Coe v Commonwealth proceedings an Indigenous litigant unsuccessfully challenged in the High Court the original assertion of sovereignty over Australia by Great Britain. While the case in many ways concerned the form of the statement of claim in the matter, the appellant principally lost because two justices of the Court found that a challenge to sovereignty did not amount to an assertion of any reasonable cause of action. As such, regardless of the procedural details of the case, the author uses it as a model or heuristic devise to characterise a certain approach to litigation.

That litigation approach is one that makes no attempt to erode adverse precedent gradually. Without being a repeat player in the court, or having educated the court and obtained its trust, an applicant using such an approach seeks to have the court dramatically develop existing jurisprudence in a single case in a way that the court may be reluctant to do. The preliminary data obtained suggests that virtually all of the cases in which Australian human rights organisations act for parties fall within such a model.

Typically, such challenges lead to orders against the applicant. An example in that regard might be the decision in Plaintiff M68/2015 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection. Occasionally this approach does lead to favourable orders when the case is brought at the exact moment when, coincidently, the approach of the High Court is favourable (as in Mabo v Queensland [No 2]). However, such coincidence appears to be an increasingly rare occurrence.

Secondly, the predominant approach to litigation by Australian human rights organisations in the cases located involved the use of amicus curiae briefs.
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Rather than commencing cases themselves, Australian human rights organisations appear to try to get their voices heard in cases that are already before the court through the vehicle of amicus briefs. The located cases, listed in footnote 50, also show that sometimes Australian human rights organisations write amicus briefs for other organisations that have an interest in the subject matter of the proceedings. A consideration of how this use of amicus briefs might be seen to be problematic is set out below.

Thirdly, when test cases (rather than amicus briefs) are employed, the case data obtained suggests that they involve a single unplanned case. The preliminary data does not show any evidence of an overarching plan or blueprint for the litigation or that the cases have been sought out by the organisation through ‘case hunting’ for favourable fact patterns.

In short, the preliminary data obtained by the author using the methodology discussed in Part II does not show any evidence of the use of planned litigation by Australian human rights organisations in the High Court in the recent past. It suggests a much more reactive and episodic use of litigation and a much more extensive use of amicus briefs than in planned litigation. While only suggestive of a pattern due to the nature of the preliminary data, the above picture appears at least clear enough to form a basis for a discussion of how use of planned litigation could or should change such a pattern.

This focus on amicus briefs as a conscious approach is confirmed by an earlier article by Philip Lynch, the first director of the HRLC, where use of amicus briefs is described as an aim of the HRLC. The article also sets out what it describes as a human rights approach to the relationship between lawyer and client at the HRLC that was said to involve the client having a say and participating in the legal services provided to them. Planned litigation necessarily involves a balancing of the individual interests of the client with the wider structural goals it tries to obtain while acting ethically and on the client’s instructions. As long as it involves acting on such instructions and the client is fully informed about the litigation and consents to it, a planned litigation approach is generally seen as having a human rights framework in its dealing with its clients.

It is unclear whether the approach in the article continues in some Australian human rights organisations and whether it is understood to preclude planned litigation because of such balancing. If it was so understood, it would form a barrier to the use of planned litigation by Australian human rights organisations.
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52 It is unclear to the author whether the old case of Australian Iron and Steel Pty Ltd v Banovic (1989) 168 CLR 165 (which the author understands to have been bought by PIAC) may have contained elements of the planned litigation approach by its use of a representative discrimination complaint by Donka Najdovska (see the judgment of McHugh J: at 192 ff).
53 Lynch, above n 8.
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V WHAT PLANNED LITIGATION MIGHT ADD TO HUMAN RIGHTS LITIGATION IN THE HIGH COURT

As mentioned in the introduction to this article, preliminary data suggests that Australian human rights organisations have been relatively unsuccessful in their litigation in the High Court. It is acknowledged that such data does not currently constitute a fully formed research case for the use of planned litigation in Australia. To achieve such a purpose, research into the litigation of Australian human rights organisations would need to be (and should be in the future) buttressed and expanded with more extensive evidence and analysis.

However, Australian human rights organisations should always be open to discussions about how to achieve better results and be knowledgeable about approaches to human rights litigation around the world. Preliminary data suggesting that the approach of human rights organisations to High Court litigation may not be without its flaws merely adds to the common-sense proposition that such open discussions should be occurring. It is merely an opening for much needed debates that should be occurring anyway. A fully formed research case for problems in Australian human rights litigation, which may take years to construct, should not be a prerequisite to such discussions. Otherwise, important debates concerning Australian human rights litigation could effectively be stifled for years.

There are a number of ways in which it may be argued, even without complete research data, that adopting elements of the planned litigation approach may give rise to the possibility of increasing the success of the litigation of Australian human rights organisations in the High Court.

Firstly, the emphasis on control in planned litigation might present to the High Court cases that would educate it about human rights violations on the ground and that it would find it harder to dismiss than it has in the past. Given the small number of human rights organisations in Australia compared to the US and other jurisdictions it should be relatively easy to ‘simplify the field’ and control the progress of cases up to the High Court. This would be especially the case if Australian human rights organisations developed more extensive networks to enable them to ‘case find’ applicants with the most favourable fact patterns. Cases could then be put when the political atmosphere was more favourable, the atmosphere on the High Court was more favourable, and when the organisation itself was best placed to run the case.55

Secondly, the fact that planned litigation in the full form outlined in this article is generally done through a number of cases in a litigation ‘programme’ should mean that such organisations would be in the High Court far more than at
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present. This might give an organisation’s lawyers the chance to socialise the Court about the nature of the problem, to gain the trust and respect of the Court and to gain the advantages of being a ‘repeat player’. Unlike in the ‘Coe’ approach, the Court should not be approaching the issue cold. It would be likely to know the lawyers presenting the case, it should know the issues and adverse precedent should have been sufficiently eroded to make it less of a leap for the Court to hand down a favourable ruling.

Thirdly, amicus curiae briefs are generally not favoured by those engaged in planned litigation because they do not allow for sufficient control.\(^56\) While they are economic in a sense because they avoid the expenses of running a case as well as having a possible adverse costs order made against the organisation, their great drawback is that the organisation does not get to choose the case in which they put their argument. Amicus briefs are inherently reactive. Planned litigation could open up the possibility of such organisations being proactive and setting the agenda themselves.

In addition, the above preliminary data also suggests that the use of amicus briefs by Australian human rights organisations in the High Court might not have been very effective. This result is not very surprising given the historical resistance of the High Court to allowing amicus briefs in its proceedings.\(^57\)

It may be argued that human rights litigation using amicus briefs has wider social, political and educative effects and that a lack of favourable orders in the High Court does not change this. A wider and more comprehensive analysis of the litigation by Australian human rights organisations in the High Court than in this article, as discussed above, would indeed be required to properly evaluate such factors.

However, in the absence of favourable orders by the Court such wider effects of litigation can be limited. Sustained losses in a forum such as the High Court may legitimise the position of those who oppose human rights implementation. It can also have real and adverse effects for those clients whom the Court does not protect from human rights violations as well as larger communities that suffer similar violations. That is, a loss in the High Court can have negative structural effects. Seeking ways to achieve favourable orders in the High Court, therefore, even if it is not the only priority must remain an important one.

The viability of any such planned litigation in the Australian context would be informed by a number of factors. Jack Greenberg, one of the Director-Counsel at LDF, once remarked that two elements of conducting planned litigation were having a sufficient network to allow you to search for possible clients and to
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\(^{57}\) See George Williams, ‘The Amicus Curiae and Intervener in the High Court of Australia: A Comparative Analysis’ (2000) 28 Federal Law Review 365, 392. What is more surprising is that the relative rarity of amicus briefs appearing in the High Court (at 386) when read together with the apparent emphasis on amicus briefs by human rights organisations suggests that litigation by such organisations itself is also relatively rare.
have sufficient funds to engage in such litigation.58 Australian human rights organisations are unlikely to find insurmountable obstacles to building greater links with legal aid organisations, relevant law firms and civil society organisations to allow them to source appropriate clients. However, planned litigation is expensive. This is because the relevant organisation runs multiple cases as well as being involved in planning, client finding and social science research in relation to those cases.

It is well known that Australian human rights organisations currently have fewer resources than human rights organisations in North America and Europe (even allowing for the differences in population).59 Historically it would seem arguable that the inability of Australian human rights organisations to obtain resources from the non-government sector in Australia comparable to those obtained in North America and Europe has been a critical limitation to their success. This issue, however, can be characterised (at least predominately) as an internal barrier to success rather than an inevitable consequence of the Australian litigation environment.

It would seem arguable that many of the means used to obtain funding by European and North American human rights organisations have yet to be fully tried by Australian human rights organisations. For example, as in Eastern Europe, money could be obtained from international human rights funds to enable an organisation to have sufficient funds to undertake planned litigation. Alternatively, currently litigating Australian human rights organisations, in addition to raising more funds, might be able to pool their funds to jointly run cases in some circumstances.

The possibility of adverse costs orders as a result of the loser pays rule in Australian courts has also historically been a significant impediment to human rights litigation. The effect of such orders as a barrier to litigation should not be underestimated. However, should greater resources be able to be obtained, as discussed above, such orders may be less of a barrier. Planned litigation has been successfully undertaken in other jurisdictions where such costs orders are made, such as in Eastern Europe,60 where there were sufficient resources to absorb or avoid the costs of such orders.

In addition, the development of the jurisprudence on public interest costs orders61 in Australia could be a goal of a planned litigation programme itself.


59 Even though the author understands that this is the case he is unaware of a recent discussion of this issue. However, if one compares the older material concerning Australian human rights Non-Governmental Organisations (‘NGOs’) in Simon Rice and Dr Scott Calnan, ‘Sustainable Advocacy: Capabilities and Attitudes of Australian Human Rights NGOs’ (Report, Australian Lawyers for Human Rights and Australian Human Rights Centre, 2007) 27–9 with Calnan, above n 2, 186 if one can see the magnitude of the difference in resources approximately 10 years ago.

60 Goldston, ‘Public Interest Litigation in Central and Eastern Europe’, above n 9, 497.

given its intimate connection with the possibility of carrying out other such planned litigation. If such a jurisprudence was successfully developed it would offer some protection from such orders. In the UK an extensive system of protective costs orders has developed along similar lines.62

VI CONCLUSION

It is not necessary to reject other political and social means of campaigning for human rights in Australia in order to accept that more successful human rights litigation may be one means of obtaining, as part of an overall plan, better results in human rights protection. Nor is it necessary to accept that planned litigation is as planned as it may appear from the outside. Cases brought in planned litigation campaigns do indeed mature along unexpected lines and unexpected events occur that change how litigation is approached. Planned litigation would not eliminate the need for sound judgment in litigation.

There is a need for further and better research in the future to evaluate the effectiveness of litigation by Australian human rights organisations in the High Court. However, while further research might better inform discussions about such litigation, a conversation about how such litigation might achieve better results should be occurring anyway. The outline of planned litigation and the preliminary data discussed in this article is intended to further such a conversation in the present as well as to raise the possibility of better research in the future.

The proactive and systematic elements of the approach of planned litigation, the possible benefits it might contain of organisations being repeat players in the High Court and of structural human rights change mean that consideration of employing it to a greater extent in Australia would appear to be long overdue. Even if it does not create greater success in litigation it may contribute to a long-term solution.